There are two well-known genetical systems controlling self-sterility in plants that is caused by incompatibility between a plant's own pollen and its pistil. One of these systems is associated with the phenomenon of heterostyly as reported in Lythrum, Linum, Primula, etc., by Darwin' and others. Lewis with the senior author of the present paper, in the September number of Genetics. Meanwhile, Gerstel6 has discovered that the Crepis system also exists in the well-known rubber plant, Guayule (Parthenium argentatum). His report of this discovery will appear in the July number of Genetics.
The genetical system controlling self-sterility in Crepis and Parthenium is unique in that it is a combination of certain of the features characterizing each of the two previously known systems. The theoretical possibility of the existence of such a system for the control of self-sterility was recognized by Lewis2 in 1944, but its existence was then considered by him as hardly to be imagined.
The only serious difficulty concerns the second and fourth features of the new system: independent gene action in the pistil and dominance of certain alleles in the anthers. It was noted by Lewis,2 however, that the immunity type of reaction involved in the physiological concept of the oppositional relation between alleles for self-sterility provides for the variation necessary to meet the requirements of a large multiple allele series together with the specificity necessary to provide for independent gene action in the pistil. Since the specificity of proteins is practically unlimited, is it not conceivable that in the Compositae, the most highly evolved of all flowering plants, protein relations have developed which provide just the types of specificity required for the independent action of alleles in the pistil and for diploid pollen control combined with dominance of certain alleles in the anthers?
In Crepis a plant's own pollen fails to germinate on the stigmatic surface. This reaction is obviously between two cytoplasms, both of which are under the influence of the same gene, or (as Lewis7 recently postulated) of two selfreproducing parts of a gene, between which no crossing over occurs. Lewis7 also reports that radiation experiments show that the S-gene behaves toward X-rays as though it were two independent units, one determining pollen reaction, the other, style reaction.
This concept that the S-gene may behave as a "dual" entity deserves further investigation.
